UMD School of Music Jazz Studies Program presents

**UMD CHAMBER JAZZ, PART I**

Chris Vadala, Director of Jazz Studies
Gerry Kunkel and Tom Baldwin, coaches

Tuesday, November 10, 2015 . 7:30PM
Joseph & Alma Gildenhorn Recital Hall

This performance will last approximately **1 hour and 45 minutes with no intermission.**
GERRY KUNKEL COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

THERE IS NO GREATER LOVE
John P. Kee

INNER URGE
Joe Henderson

WHITE LOTUS
Dean Emerson

TRICHOMES
Brendan Schnabel

DAILY VIBES
Christian Clark

BILLIE’S BOUNCE
Charlie Parker

GERRY KUNKEL COMBO
Brendan Schnabel, saxophone
Alex Galiatsatos, guitar
Jon Burk, piano
Dean Emerson, bass
Christian Clark, drums

TOM BALDWIN COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

GONE TOMORROW
Walt Weiskopf

BLUES FOR ALL
Eric Alexander

CAPTAIN’S SONG
David Hazletine

I FOUND YOU
Steve Davis

STRANGER THAN FICTION
Jim Rotondi

I’LL REMEMBER APRIL
Gene De Paul

LAZY BIRD
John Coltrane

OLEO
Sonny Rollins

TOM BALDWIN COMBO
Hart Guonjian-Pettit, trumpet
Eli Stopak, tenor saxophone
John Wambach, trombone
Thomas James, piano
Jeff Reed, bass
Zach Elgort, drums
UMD School of Music Jazz Studies Program presents

**UMD CHAMBER JAZZ, PART II**

Chris Vadala, Director of Jazz Studies  
Jeff Reed and Brendan Schnabel, coaches

Wednesday, November 11, 2015, 7:30PM  
Joseph & Alma Gildenhorn Recital Hall

This performance will last approximately 1 hour and 45 minutes with no intermission.
JEFF REED COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

A GERKIN FOR PERKIN
Clifford Brown

SO SAMBA
Freddie Redd

HANKY PANKY
Dexter Gordon

EAST OF THE VILLAGE
Hank Mobley

BLUE CHINA
Bob Brookmeyer

JEFF REED COMBO
Hannah Wynne, alto saxophone
Dan Janis, tenor saxophone
Mazi Wallace, trombone
Noah Booz, guitar
Daniel Kapit, piano
Clarissa Corey-Bey, bass
Joey Antico, drums

BRENDAN SCHNABEL COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

SHADE OF THE CEDAR TREE
Christian McBride

SPAIN
Chick Corea

DOLPHIN DANCE
Herbie Hancock

MOLASSES
Nai Palm, Perrin Moss, Paul Bender and Simon Mavin

BRENDAN SCHNABEL COMBO
Matthew Rosenfeld, tenor saxophone
Joey Marcellino, alto saxophone
Cassidy Laidlaw, piano
Kweku Aggrey, bass
Darrell Reddix Jr., drums